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GRADES

Exercises / 50

Extended Glossary

Component Correct? Well-written?
Definition /6 /6

Example /4 /4

Non-example /4 /4

Theorem /5 /5

Proof /6 /6

Total /25 /25

Please print out these pages. I encourage you to work with
your classmates on this homework. Please list your collaborators
on this cover sheet. (Your grade will not be affected.) Even if you
work in a group, you should write up your solutions yourself!
You should include all computational details, and proofs should
be carefully written with full details. As always, please write
neatly and legibly.

Please follow the instructions for the “extended glossary” on
separate paper (LATEX it if you can!) Hand in your final draft,
including full explanations and write your glossary in complete,
mathematically and grammatically correct sentences. Your an-
swers will be assessed for style and accuracy.

Please staple this cover sheet, your exercise solutions, and
your glossary together, in that order, and hand in your homework
in class. Please hand your journal in separately, unattached to
your HW.

Reading. §2.1–2.3 in Cooperstein.

Exercises.

1. Let V be a vector space, and X and Y complementary subspaces so that V = X ⊕ Y. Set
P1 = Proj(X,Y) and P2 = Proj(Y,X). Prove the following.

(a) P1 ◦ P1 = P1
(b) P1 + P2 = 1V

(c) P1 ◦ P2 = 0V→V is the zero transformation

2. Let V and W be vector spaces over F, and let L (V,W) denote the linear transformations
from V to W. We proved in class that L (V,W) is a subspace of Fun(V,W). Suppose that
dim(V) = 2, dim(W) = 3, and v1, v2 ∈ V and w1, w2, w3 ∈ W are bases. Find a basis for
L (V,W).

3. We will let L (V) denote all linear transformations from a vector space V to itself (sometimes
called linear operators.). Let T ∈ L (V), and let T 2 denote the composition T ◦ T .

(a) Prove that if T 2 = T , then V = ker(T)⊕ ker(T − 1V).
(There are interesting such T : e.g. P1 in 1(a).)

(b) Prove that if V = ker(T) + ker(T − 1V), then T 2 = T .

(c) Give an example of a vector space V and T ∈ L (V) such that T 2 = −1V .

(d) Prove that if T 2 = 0V→V is the zero transformation, then rank(T) ≤ dim(V)
2 .
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4. Let F be a field and V = Po`(F). DefineM : Po`(F)→Po`(F) byM(p(x)) = x ·p(x). Show
thatM is a linear transformation. Find ker(M) and Im(M). IsMn =M ◦ · · · ◦M = 0V→V the
zero transformation for any n?

5. Let T : V → W be a linear transformation, and suppose that X1 and X2 are subspaces of V
both containing ker(T). Prove that if T(X1) = T(X2), then X1 = X2.

6. Let U and V be vector spaces with respective subspaces X and Y. Prove that there is an
isomorphism (U× V)/(X× Y) ∼= (U/X)× (V/Y).

7. Let C∞(R) denote the vector space (over R) of infinitely-differentiable real-valued functions
f : R→ R.

(a) Let U denote the subspace of C∞(R) consisting of functions which vanish at −2 and at
π. That is,

U =

{
f ∈ C∞(R)

∣∣∣∣ f(−2) = 0 and f(π) = 0
}
.

(You do not need to prove that U is a subspace.) Prove that the quotient vector space
C∞(R)/U is finite-dimensional. What is its dimension?
(Note: C∞(R) is very infinite-dimensional!)

(b) LetW denote the subspace of C∞(R) consisting of those functions which “vanish to nth

order at 0”:

W =

{
f ∈ C∞(R)

∣∣∣∣ f(0) = 0, dfdx(0) = 0, . . . , and
dnf

dxn
(0) = 0

}
.

Prove that the quotient vector space C∞(R)/W is finite-dimensional and find a basis.

(c) Let O(R) = {f ∈ C∞(R) | f(−x) = −f(x)} be the set of odd smooth functions and let
E(R) = {f ∈ C∞(R) | f(−x) = f(x)} be the set of even smooth functions. Prove that O(R)
and E(R) are complementary. Prove that C∞(R)/O(R) ∼= E(R). (You might want to find
a way to use the First Isomorphism Theorem.)

Extended Glossary. For any vector space V over a field F, define the dual vector space V∗. When
V is finite dimensional, compute the dimension of V∗ by finding a basis for it. Finally state and
prove a theorem about dual vector spaces. If you want more guidance about some interesting
statements to try to prove, ask me or the TAs.

As ever, you may work in groups, but please write up your solutions yourself. If you do work
together, your group should come up with at least four examples and two theorems among you.
Each one (example and theorem) should be included in some group member’s extended glossary.
Your solutions should be written formally, so that we could cut and paste them into a textbook.
HOWEVER, your solution should not be directly copied from another source. Always cite
references that you used in preparing your extended glossary.

Journal entry. None this week.


